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Jakey and the Wondoworks Wizard. 

 

Chapter One 

The Wonderful Wondo 

 

A great, old wizard stood on the balcony of his great, old tower. It stretched so high the 

clouds would run through the windows! This marvellous tower belonged to the Great Wondo, 

a wizard so creative and powerful he could make the sky dance with flashing colours.  

Wondo lived alongside the small town of Glomberg, where lived a thriving small 

community, everyone was friendly and they all adored Wondo. In this small town lived a happy 

family, the Jumbles, Mr Jumble, Mrs Jumble, and their children, Charlotte and Jakey. The 

Jumbles had a small cottage not far from Wondo. They would ask Wondo to cast special spells 

when they were sick or injured and in return, they would gift him home-made cheese, Wondo 

loved cheese. 

Wondo loved the townspeople and they loved him, so he dedicated an entire night just 

to show off his most splendid spells. The townspeople were always in awe and made sure 

everyone was enjoying the festivities. Wondo would cast spell after spell, each shooting into 

the air with fizzles and cracks before exploding in a blast of colour. The town promptly named 

the entire day ‘Wondoworks Day.’ It became so popular it rivalled Christmas in the amount of 

joy it brought everybody! 

 

 

Chapter Two 

The Jumbles Preparations 

 

The festival was just a day away, everyone in town was busy hanging decorations, cooking the 

most splendid food, and dressing in the fanciest attire.  

The Jumbles were busy too, making their famous home-made cheese, sowing clothes, 

and cutting out decorations, just like the rest of town. Charlotte, the older sibling to Jakey, was 

busy snipping folded pieces of paper to make patterns to hang up. Jakey, the younger sibling 

to Charlotte, was helping his dad, Mr Jumble, create the most swell smelling cheese. And Mrs 

Jumble was close by, sowing clothing for Charlotte and Jakey to wear on the special day.  

The whole cottage was buzzing with joy as they all worked their hardest to make their 

most fantastic food, clothes, and decorations for Wondo.  

 As the Jumbles worked there was a strange slow knocking on the door, ‘I wonder who 

that could be’ said Mrs Jumble joyfully. As she opened the door her smile turned to a 

disgruntled frown, ‘hello Mr Pintt’ she said with a sour tone.  



 A slim man dressed in a yellow suit stood at their door, ‘Hello Mrs Jumble, so good to 

see you, how are the children?’  

 Mrs Jumble looked Mr Pintt up and down before answering, ‘they’re fine, we’re all 

preparing for Wondoworks Day.’  

 Mr Pintt’s face twitched, ‘Oh Wondoworks Day! Such a splendid occasion, don’t you 

agree?’ his smile was wide and ghastly, there wasn’t a hint of glee.  

 Mrs Jumble rolled her eyes, ‘Yes, that’s why we’re getting ready, so if you wouldn’t 

mind…’ at that moment Mrs Jumble began to close the door. But, just as the door was about 

the close Mr Pintt jammed his foot to stop it.  

He let out a nervous chuckle, ‘But wouldn’t it be even more splendid if you could see 

Wondo’s magic anytime you wanted?’  

‘What’s your scam this time, Pintt.’  

‘Oh no! No scam at all! I’ve really seen it, his own spells used in the very same way, 

the sky lighting up with the most wonderous colours.’ Mr Pintt clasped the door and opened it 

enough so Mrs Jumble could see his face. ‘The first batch is at a discounted price, just for the 

Jumbles.’  

As Mr Pintt and Mrs Jumble spoke, little Jakey overheard the whole conversation, his 

curiosity was piqued, ‘how could you recreate Wondo’s magic?!’ he thought.  

Just as Jakey was daydreaming there was a loud slam. Jakey looked over to see Mrs 

Jumble brushing her hands with the door shut tight, no Mr Pintt in sight.  

‘What happened to Mr Pintt?’ Jakey asked 

‘Oh, dearie don’t worry about him, he’s a desperate man looking for a quick coin, sleezy 

as they come that Mr Pintt.’ Mrs Jumble said in a formal tone.  

But it was too little too late, little Jakey was obsessed with learning what Mr Pintt had 

to offer. 

 

 

Chapter Three 

Mr Pintt’s Emporium 

 

As the Jumbles slept, getting some well-earned rest for the final day of preparation, Jakey lays 

awake staring at the ceiling. ‘Make your own Wondoworks…’ he mutters to himself. His 

restlessness is more than he could take as he flings out of bed, determined to find out what Mr 

Pintt meant.  

As Jakey enters the town square he notices how quiet everything is at night, he’s only 

ever seen this part of town bustling and busy. But among the silence there came a soft buzzing, 

coming from a rickety house down the street. As Jakey approaches the house he sees a crooked 

sign on the door “Mr Pintt’s Emporium.” Jakey gives the door three loud knocks as the buzzing 

from inside stops. Jakey hears a clash of sounds and disgruntled shouts before he hears the lock 

of the door turn. Mr Pintt swings open the door and darts his gaze from side to side before 

slowly looking down at Jakey.  

‘Well hello there boy, one of the Jumbles I presume?’ a smirk appears on his face as he 

examines Jakey.  

‘Yes s-sir, I’ve come to ask about your home-made W-wondoworks?’ Jakey says 

nervously.  

‘Ah, finally townsfolk with some brains!’ Mr Pintt exclaims. ‘Come! Please come in, 

you’re going to love this.’ He says with excitement.  

As Jakey walks under Mr Pintt’s arm into his home, Mr Pintt pokes his head outside 

and quickly scans the area before swiftly closing the door. ‘So, boy, welcome to my emporium!’ 

his arms outstretched as he looks onto the room.  



‘Bit small for an emporium.’ Jakey says dismissively. 

‘I just-‘ Mr Pintt sighs before turning to Jakey. ‘Yes, I suppose it’s a bit small but, it’s 

mine and I think it’s decently sized thank you.’ He turns back to the room before proceeding 

towards a large chest located against the far wall. He leans down and inputs an extremely long 

code before the mechanical lock hisses and cracks open. A gleam of light appears as Mr Pintt 

leans in farther than physically possible into the chest. He begins to grumble and toss strange 

contraptions out onto the floor before finally exclaiming ‘Ah-ha!’ Mr Pintt carefully pulls out 

a small vile filled with a shifting black sand. He held the vial up to a light and the sand sparkled 

in all sorts of colours.  

‘Wow.’ Jakey said, mesmerised by the vial.  

‘Pretty, isn’t it?’ Mr Pintt said before walking over to Jakey and offering it to him. ‘Just 

make sure you’re careful with this stuff, as soon as you take the lid off, it’ll start to react with 

the air and BAM!’ Jakey stepped back with a startled expression.  

‘It’ll fizzle, crack and pop just like Wondoworks’ Mr Pintt said with a grin.  

Jakey took the vial and examined it closer, as Mr Pintt walked back to the chest and 

locked it.  

‘So, kid, I know you don’t have real money with you. But! I’m willing to make a trade.’ 

Jakey’s eyes lit up as he reached into his pocket, revealing a large chunk of freshly 

made cheese wrapped in a cloth. ‘Will this do?’  

Mr Pintt rubbed his chin ‘Hmmm cheese for a rare chemical mixture created by yours 

truly to recreate a town tradition spectacle.’  

Jakey stared blankly at Mr Pintt ‘Uh… Is that a yes?’  

As Mr Pintt went to speak his stomach rumbled, echoing across the room. ‘Y’know 

what kid, you’ve got yourself a deal!’ He snatched the cheese and took Jakey’s hand, shaking 

it. ‘you’ve made me an incredibly happy man Jakey Jumble.’  

‘Thank you, Mr Pintt you’ve been ver-‘ before Jakey could finish, Mr Pintt began to 

escort him out of the room.  

‘Yes, yes thank you and what-not, I’m a busy man Jakey but thanks for stopping by!’ 

as he ushered him outside Jakey turned around to see Mr Pintt waving before closing the door. 

And as Jakey heard before, the buzzing had returned from Mr Pintt’s house and flickering lights 

began to shine from the windows. Jakey, pleased with his quest, returned home to a good 

night’s sleep.  

 

 

Chapter Four 

The Catastrophe 

 

Jakey and his family are in town setting up the final decorations and preparing their food stall 

full of delicious cheese. The sun is shining, every townsperson is out and about, joyful as 

ever, excited for another Wondoworks day. Mrs Jumble and Charlotte are wearing fancy 

dresses and Mr Jumble and Jakey are looking very handsome in their vests and button up 

shirts, specially made by Mrs Jumble.  

‘Oh, Jakey could you fetch me another wheel of cheese from the cart?’ Mr Jumble 

says politely. 

‘Of course, Dad!’ Jakey joyfully runs towards the cart and picks out the biggest wheel 

of cheese they have. Only the best from the Jumbles. As Jakey is running back, wheel of 

cheese in his arms, he slips on a loose tile. As he begins to fall, cheese flying in front of him, 

the vial given by Mr Pintt slips out of his vest pocket, shattering onto the ground. Jakey slams 

into the ground with a grunt of pain, as he looks to his left he sees the smashed vial, his eyes 

light up as the black sand begins to glow brighter and brighter. He jumps up and begins to 



slowly back away. ‘Oh no, oh dear, oh o-oh…’ A high-pitched squeal starts coming from the 

sand before… BANG! CRASH! POP! WHIZZ! 

Colours flying everywhere as they try to shoot into the air, the loud noises attract the 

townspeople to see what looks like Wondoworks in the town square. The Jumbles come over 

to see the spectacular display and Jakey, mortified, frozen in place.  

‘Jakey! What’s going on?!’ Mr Jumble exclaims. But Jakey can only stutter, his face 

beginning to go red from embarrassment. As the whole town was either scared or in awe, the 

fabled Great Wondo came rushing in to see what all the commotion was about. With a flick 

of his hand and a booming voice he cast a spell to stop the fake wondoworks. The town fell 

silent as they all looked over to Wondo.  

‘I see some of you have tried re-creating my magic hm? Too impatient for me to 

arrive hm?’ The town only looked on in confusion. None of them know what was happening.  

‘Well, if that’s how it’s going to be… Then I’m cancelling Wondoworks Day… 

Forever!’ A collective gasp from the townsfolk as Wondo began to leave. The town muttered 

amongst themselves as people began to grow mad and upset. They accused each other of 

ruining Wondoworks Day, pointing fingers and yelling at one another. The day was ruined, 

and forever it seemed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Five 

Jakey’s Redemption 

 

The whole town was in chaos, people were barraging each other with foul words and moods 

became sourer than a lemon. 

‘What just happened?’ Mrs Jumble said to her family in a sad tone. The four of them 

look to each other with only frowns. Jakey looks up to see Wondo walking away. But instead 

of feeling glum he clenches a fist, fixes his vest, and begins marching over to Wondo.  

 ‘Where are you going?!’ Mr Jumble exclaims. 

 ‘To fix my mistake!’ Jakey yells as he begins running after Wondo. Jakey pushed past 

angry townsfolk, jumped over fallen barrels, ducked under stalls before finally reaching 

Wondo.  

 ‘Wondo!’ Jakey said, out of breath.  

 ‘What is it you want young Jakey?’ He says, back turned to him.  

 ‘I need to let you kno- wait… how do you know my name?’ Jakey says with an eyebrow 

raised.  

 ‘I know all, see all, I am the Great Wondo after all.’ He snaps his fingers as a faint pulse 

of magic floats into the air. 

 ‘Woah, you really are a wizard’ Jakey says as he watches the trail of magic.  

 ‘Of course, I am! I don’t use cheap tricks like that rubbish in the town square.’ He turns 

to Jakey, a disgruntled look on his face.  

 ‘I wanted to apologise for that Wondo, I should never have resorted to fake magic.’  



 ‘A respectful apology young Jakey, owning up to your mistakes is very honourable. 

But it shall not make me change my mind. Messing with powers you don’t understand could 

have brought the townsfolk great harm.’  

 ‘I see that now; I became too curious from Mr Pintt’s offer. That trickster.’  

 ‘Did you say Mr Pintt, young Jakey?’  

 

 

 

 

Chapter Six 

Wondoworks Return 

 

Wondo and Jakey enter the town square, Wondo sees the town is against each other’s throats, 

he raises his hand a with a single snap of his fingers a large wondowork fires from his fingertip. 

The town all turn to see their great wizard standing triumphantly as a deep blue colour fills the 

sky.  

 ‘I have made a terrible mistake to cast you all aside, the loving people of Glomberg. 

You all cherish Wondowork Day not just for me but for the sake of each other. For that, I 

announce that it shall return! Wondowork Day is officially back on!’ The town erupts in cheer 

and praise as their frowns turn to gleeful smiles. Everyone collects themselves and continues 

with the preparations.  

 Wondo and Jakey begin walking towards Mr Pintt’s house as the Jumbles give Jakey a 

wave and a smile, Jakey smiles back before continuing to guide Wondo.  

 Once they arrive Wondo knocks on Mr Pintt’s door, just as Jakey did, he hears him 

crash around inside his home. As Mr Pintt swings open the door with a smile on his face, his 

expression fades, and his jaw drops open.  

 ‘M-mister Great Wondo, sir, it’s uh, it’s an honour!’ a wavy smile appears on his face 

as he extends his hand. Wondo looks down at Mr Pintt’s hand and shakes it aggressively, Mr 

Pintt begins to squirm from the strength of Wondo’s handshake.  

 ‘I hear you’ve been making some crazy things in there, Mr Pintt’ Wondo releases his 

hand and squints his eyes at him. Mr Pintt laughs nervously before replying.  

 ‘Ok, ok I know this looks bad but, I swear, and I mean I swear… I’ll never make your 

magic again.’  

 ‘Young Jakey, where did he keep the fake wondoworks?’ He gives him a side glance 

as Jakey points to the chest on the other side of the room.  

 ‘Right…’ Wondo looks at the chest and with a single snap of his fingers the chest melts 

into the ground.  

 ‘My stuff!’ Mr Pintt drops to his knees and his eye begins to twitch. Wondo places a 

hand on his shoulder. 

 ‘No more faking my magic, yes?’ Mr Pintt slowly nods his head and Wondo pats his 

shoulder before turning to leave. The door slowly begins to close, Mr Pintt still mourning over 

his now melted chest.  

 ‘Now young Jakey, run on back to your family. And the only time there should be 

wondoworks is when?’ Wondo gives a smirk. 

 ‘Only on Wondoworks Day.’ Jakey says with a smile. 

 ‘Great! Glad we’re on the same page my boy.’ He says while ruffing up Jakey’s hair. 

 



Chapter Seven 

Wondoworks Day 

 

As night falls, the townsfolk are gathered in the town square, where Wondo stands on a hill far 

off in the distance. Jakey and his family are gathered around their stall, enjoying their cheese. 

Wondo rubs his hands together before stretching them out to the sky. His hands begin to glow 

a bright white before shooting out all sorts of colours, reds, greens, purples, blues, yellows, you 

name it! The wondoworks explode in the sky with loud crashes and bangs, all with the pretty 

colours attached to them. The townsfolk look on in awe, smiles on all their faces. Jakey looks 

to Wondo and then back at his family.  

 ‘Happy Wondoworks Day.’ He says cheerfully. 

 

 

 

 

The Curse of Lithrin Castle 

A 17-page excerpt by Thomas Dickson (u3190223) 

 

 

Chapter One 

The sound of waves crashing against splintered rocks, a cool breeze brushing against his face. 

He looks up to find a tower that reaches to the sky, casting a shadow that covers his entire body. 

He glances to his hands and clenches, his knuckles white from the tension as he becomes 

surrounded in shadow, darkness obscures his vision. A faint glow appears from the void, he 

reaches out only to be met with disappointment, his reach isn’t far enough, nor will it ever be. 

He is pulled back by dozens of hands which clasp onto his body, their grips unshakable, as he 

plummets into a deep, dark ocean. The sensation of drowning like a beating drum, a constant 

rhythm of anguish. He looks to the surface and sees only waves, the sound of their crashing 

stinging his mind.  

One final crash has him jolt awake, catching his breath and checking for the hands felt in his 

dreams. As he fumbles around his body, his hand stops on a crater in his chest plate. He feels 

around the edges and smudges his fingers into a translucent slime, he holds it up to one of the 



many torches aligning the wall, it shimmers and refracts the light, shining different shades of 

red and pink. Whatever it is, it isn’t blood. As he rubs his fingers together the slime begins to 

react, lighting ablaze from the slightest friction. He gasps and flicks it onto the ground, his 

fingers now singed and blackened. The slime continued to burn on the ground, unphased by 

the stone it now resided on. Curious to its innate fire he left it to burn, not noticing any give to 

its intensity.   

His gaze turns to the dozens of bodies littering the room, how had he not noticed them sooner, 

all his comrades, lifeless, slumped against the floor. Each one was mauled in unique ways, 

limbs severed, nothing a blade could accomplish. The bodies were splattered by the same slime 

he found before. He stood up, in shock of such a massacre, he held his mouth, he felt too 

nauseous to look any longer, the smell wasn’t helping either. They had been dead for some 

time, but they all looked sickly, shrivelled bodies still inside their armour, it didn’t make any 

sense.  

He lent down to inspect the bodies, using his arm to cover his nose and mouth, their bones were 

pushing against their skin, how had they shrivelled to such size. The blood splattered against 

the walls was still dripping onto the floor, how could this be, none of these deaths make any 

sense. He reached out to touch the fallen soldier, running his fingers along their leather like 

skin. As he went to pull away the corpse clasped on to his arm, wailing and screaming, its eyes 

were rolling into the back of its head before locking onto him.  

“A demon… a… creature… something… Unholy…” the man said wearily, before collapsing 

back into its slumped state, releasing his arm. He stood back as he watched the man gasp for 

air, barely holding on to life, before taking one last raspy breath.  

Horrified at what he’d witnessed he began to run for the door, tripping on one of the corpses 

legs and smashing into the ground, his armour clanking against the cold stone floor. He had 



landed in a puddle of blood, he used his hands to lift himself off the ground and back onto his 

feet. He looked up and out of the doorway, his eyes widened as he saw pools of blood scattered 

along the floor, it practically painted the walls, yet no bodies where to be found. 

The torchlights flickered as a strong gust of wind entered the room, accompanied by a 

screeching roar, like an animal in agony, echoing through the halls of the castle. He winced as 

the ground began to shake, whatever creature made the scream was coming for him.  

He rushed over to one of the tables and pushed it flush against the closest wall, he began 

dragging two of the corpses over to the table, where he positioned them upright, obscuring line 

of sight underneath. He quickly crawled under the table, his armour scratched against the stone 

floor, alerting the creature further as it let out another wail, increasing its speed.  

He peered between the two bodies as the creature smashed into the doorway, its body was too 

massive to fit through, rubble and dust fell from the roof as it kept pushing. The creature was 

glowing shades of red as it aggressively pushed against the stone.  

Eventually it stopped, it stood there for a second, the glow faded as its skin began to turn a dark 

shade of purple. He noticed various weapons were sticking out of its body, arrows, pikes, 

swords, axes, but it didn’t seem phased. He did not notice any form of leg or arm, only a gaping 

mouth with a set of monstrous teeth. It passively moved its jaw, occasionally jarring it from 

one side to the other, faint screeches accompanied the strange mouth movements.  

Eventually the creature began to turn around, defeated in its attempt to get in. He took note as 

to its size, should hiding be necessary again, small spaces were an adequate getaway. 

As it turned to leave, one of the bodies he had positioned fell to its side, crashing against the 

floor. It swung back around, its body lit up with the same red glow as it let out another blood 

curdling screech, its mouth gaped open like a snake ready to strike. A small tendril appeared 

from its body, wrapping around the corpse’s ankle, and dragging it towards itself. Another 



appeared and wrapped around its leg, and another around its arm, and another, and another, 

until a dozen tendrils were tightly suspending the corpse in the air from every appendage it had 

left, then it tore it to pieces. Armour and flesh showered into its mouth, the remnants of the 

soldier could be faintly seen swirling through its body. The armour, however, floated to the 

surface, breaking through its skin, and falling onto the floor. Hiding in small spaces were off 

the table.  

The creature seemed dissatisfied, somehow knowing the corpse that unintentionally moved 

wasn’t truly alive. It snarled and another dozen tendril slithered into the room, each one plunged 

themselves into the heads of the fallen soldiers. It tightened its jaw as the slime scattered 

amongst the room began to glow, strange glyphs appeared inside the creature’s body shining 

with a strange intensity. The corpses began to shake violently as their missing limbs began to 

grow back, utilising the same material the creature was made of.  

The torches lighting the room began to go out one by one as a high-pitched buzzing was 

emitting from each body, he looked on in horror are the noise grew louder, and louder. Until 

finally each corpse threw their eyes and mouths open, and a pink light shone from within, each 

one screaming in different tones, the creature ripped each tendril back into its body as silence 

befell the room.  

The corpses began to twitch, each one gasping for air as they rose from the ground, fuelled by 

new, cursed life. The same glyphs he saw inside the creature were now burnt into the 

reanimated corpses skin, they shared the same iridescent pink, which shone from their iris, 

glowing as bright as torch light.  

The creature snarled and gurgled as if trying to speak, each soldier turned slowly to face it and 

began hobbling towards it. It moved out of the doorway and into the corridor, where each 



soldier followed. Once the room was clear he carefully exited from underneath the table and 

made his way to the doorway, peering out onto the cursed beings.  

He saw each soldier prying the weapons from the creature and arming themselves with said 

weapons. As each weapon was dislodged it began to morph, supposedly back into its original 

form. It took on many shapes before stopping at something resembling a boar, or was it a bear? 

Nonetheless, it had gone from a bulbous horror to a cursed beast. 

It towered over the reanimated, its grotesque mouth still remained, now accompanied by the 

resemblance of a head, if you could even call it that. Its markings began to glow as it snarled 

yet again, each reanimated jolted as they readied their weapons, splitting off into different 

directions, they’re not just soldiers, they’re tools, a tortured squadron to patrol the castle. He 

knew what they were made for, an obstacle in securing his demise. 

Once the corridor was clear of the reanimated, the beast began to stomp towards the main hall. 

It walked through a tall doorway before it turned and began vomiting onto the floor, the putrid, 

black substance began to harden, creating a barrier of sorts, blocking the doorway.  

He retracted back into the room, placing his hands on his head, his breathing was sporadic as 

he clasped the table for balance. The realisation was setting in, this must be a nightmare, how 

could this be happening. He pushed through his fear, he had faced wild animals with the same 

ferocity as this, yet, all his likeminded comrades were dead, except for him.  

This beast was crafty, intelligent, and reacted quickly, if he could find its origin, he could find 

a way to kill it. No, what was he thinking, take your luck thus far as a blessing, find a way to 

escape this hellscape.  

He looked back at the room, now shrouded in darkness, he noticed the slime had residual glow 

from the ritual the beast performed, the same red and pink as when he held it to the light. He 

took some of the slime in his hand, careful not to rub it together, as it lit up like… last time. He 



glanced over at a nearby torch and took it from the wall, he took the slime and torch and held 

them together. And as he did before, rubbed it between his fingers and quickly tossed it onto 

the torch, the slime set ablaze which relit the cloth. 

As he waved the torch around the room it remained a mess of slime, blood, and limbs. He was 

still shocked, like the room should have reverted back to normal through the darkness, a petty 

notion.  

He scanned the room and noticed a sword laying in the corner, still being gripped by a severed 

hand. He walked over and lent down, noticing the mummified remains still clinging tightly to 

the hilt. He propped the torch up against the wall and began prying each finger, some of them 

snapping as he pulled, gagging from the sound. Once the sword was free, he examined it 

further, no noticeable damage.  

He palmed his side, in search of his sheath, to no avail. He looked around the room in search 

of a replacement before stopping on one of the unlit torches. Taking the cloth from the stake, 

he carefully wrapped it around itself to create a small loop and fixed it to his side. He took the 

sword and carefully placed it inside the makeshift sheath, it would do for now.  

He lent down and took the torch in his hand, he did one final glance around the room, an 

unspeakable mess, before heading towards the doorway.  

 

Chapter Two 

He peered out, the torches still smoking, blood staining the stone, and faint wails could be heard 

from each direction, the cursed bodyguards left for him roaming the halls. He took one step, 

then another, and another, as he carefully entered the corridor. Swinging the torch from one 

side to the other, his gaze darting, as sweat dripped from his brow.  



He needed to calm down, if something were posted here, he would have seen it by now, they 

are just pawns after all, nothing like their leader.  

As he turned to head towards the puke barrier one of the reanimated soldiers ghostly faces 

appeared into his torch light, holding an axe above its head. He gasped and dodged to the side 

as it swung down the axe, smashing it into floor, as shards of stone flew up for the ground. 

He looked on in horror as the soldier lifted the axe with ease, how could something so frail 

muster such strength. Its eyes glowed as it looked up at him, releasing a gurgling moan, raising 

the axe again, ready to strike. He readied his sword, pulling it from his sheath, standing and 

waiting for the soldier to attack. As the soldier rushed towards him, he dodged to the left, 

having it hit the ground again. His moment to strike, he pulled back his sword and thrust it into 

its ribs, it let out a yelp before swinging its hand, knocking him onto the ground. The torch fell 

onto the floor, the light still illuminating their fight. The soldier looked down at the sword 

lodged inside it, its glowing eyes illuminating the steel, and without hesitation firmly clasped 

the sword and pulled it from its body, no blood to be spilled. It discarded the axe and took the 

sword with both hands, readying its stance, instinctual prowess from its days among the living. 

It slashed and stabbed in his direction, narrowly missing each strike as he rolled along the 

ground, although the blows were slow, they had precision in their technique. He eventually 

rolled close enough to reach for the torch he had dropped, snatching it, and swinging towards 

the soldier, hitting its arm to flinch it from its relentless attacks. Giving himself time to stand 

on his feet, they stared at each other as the soldier began to wail, readying the sword once more, 

but as it stepped forward a burst of flame appeared on its arm quickly spreading across its 

whole body. The blaze was illuminating the symbols imprinted into its skin, it dropped the 

blade, screaming as it crumpled to the floor, turning to ash in just mere seconds.   



He stepped towards the crispy pile of remains and held the torch against it, even in its state the 

ash lit again, a raging fire. They were susceptible to fire it seemed, the slightest touch from a 

strong heat source was enough to kill them. But why, even with their withered skin nothing 

burns with that intensity. What was feeding the flame? He looked down at the pile again and 

saw pink smoke swirling into the air. As he pondered for a moment his expression changed, he 

snatched his blade from the floor and rushed towards the room he woke in. 

He entered the room and quickly scanned for the slime lining the walls and floor, he scooped 

as much as he could and coated his blade. He held the torch up to the sword and lit the slime, 

it burst into a flame of pink and red before settling, burning a thin layer of heat. He swung the 

sword to imitate combat, yet nothing would put out the flame, the slime was an indefinite source 

of food for the fire. 

He ventures back out into the corridor, wielding his newfound power, and steps confidently 

towards the putrid barrier the beast had created. He begins to hear the wails and cries of multiple 

soldiers, stopping in his tracks and taking a battle stance. He turns his head as to discern their 

direction, the wails are coming from all around, shadows dip in and out of the torch light. A 

pike comes crashing down next to him, narrowly missing his arm, he steps back turning its 

direction only to be nicked by the tip of a blade from his side, a small cut appears on his 

shoulder as he readies the blade behind his head, unleashing a devastating swing that 

decapitates the soldier in a single blow, the body and head begins to burn, turning to ash soon 

after, just like before.  

He turns back to the pike wielder, dodging underneath a mid-level swing and retaliates by 

slicing the soldier’s legs, the blade passes through like it was cutting butter, and the soldier 

burns from the waist up, wailing as it crumples. He hears a groan from behind as another soldier 

advances utilising a mace, swinging wildly at him. He waits for an opening before cutting off 



the attacker’s arm, the mace, and the severed limb crash into the ground as fire spreads from 

the cut along its body.   

Satisfied with the combat he scoffs to himself and continues to venture towards the blockade. 

As he approaches, dozens of groans appear from behind, he turns to see a small army of soldiers 

all armed with unique weapons. There had to have been dozens, how did the beast have time 

to reanimate this many. He began rushing towards the wall of bile as the soldiers hobbled 

towards him.  

Once in front of it the smell began to burn his nostrils, he tried not to gag at the rotten scent. 

He readied his sword, pulling back and plunging it into the wall, it began to slowly melt and 

steam as he began carving a doorway out of the goo. He turned to see the soldiers still pursuing 

him, all rushing with weapons at the ready, dozens of eyes gleaming his direction. As the sword 

met the floor, he quickly pulled it out, still burning from the slime coating. He pushed against 

the block he had carved out, the black liquid dripping on to him the deeper he pushed. A slight 

opening appeared, and he slipped through running to the other side of the block, a blade barely 

missing his back. He began pushing it back into place. The wails grew louder as they piled onto 

the other side, but it was too late for them, the block was far enough in and without the heat 

source the bile began to harden again, fortifying the wall once more. He was safe.  

The main hall was the same state as the other rooms, blood and gore littering the space. He 

looked up to the high ceilings and saw bodies being suspended by the same black bile he had 

just cut through, what was the beast keeping them for? He ventured across the open space, 

before freezing, hearing the same screech from before, the beast. 

He turned to see the beast at the other end of the castle, a perfect view from one end to the 

other, it rose from the floor and began charging at him, utilising its newly formed legs to pursue 

like an animal, ramping up its speed. He spun around the room, each door had been broken and 



splintered, nowhere for him to run to, until he spotted one. A wooden door lined with metal, 

untouched by the beast rampage, he burst into a sprint as the beast closed in on his position. 

He slammed into the door, locked. He turned to see the beast chomping its mouth eagerly. He 

kicked at the door, pushed himself against it, until he noticed the lock. He plunged his flaming 

sword into the keyhole twisting back and forth as the slime helped melt it away. Before a fateful 

clunk was heard, he exclaimed and ripped the lock from the door, barging in and closing it 

behind himself. The beast charged at the door slamming it open and knocked him down the 

stairs, dropping his blade as he tumbled down into the depths.  

 

Chapter Three 

He woke to find himself face up in a small body of water, he held his hand to his face before 

sitting up. Dimly lit torches lined the walls, their flames revealed the damp storage of the 

basement. Barrels of alcohol and black powder were stashed, weapons were hung on the walls, 

spare sets of armour kept in chests, all sorts of miscellaneous items were kept there for safe 

keeping, and as adequate storage space.  

He still heard the cries of the beast, echoing from above, the basement shook every few seconds 

as the beast kept trying to push its way through the doorway.  

He scanned the room and spotted a piece of chest armour protruding from a nearby crate, he 

looked down at the crater still inside his armour and began to take it off, swapping it out for 

the spare piece. He knocked on it twice, satisfied with the change, as the clang of metal echoed 

around the basement. As he turned to begin walking, he heard the clang of two knocks, just as 

he had done, echo back at him. He froze, and patted at his side, looking for his sword. To his 

surprise it was not there, he darted his eyes around the floor, searching for the blade before 

seeing it submerged underwater, the flame had gone out.  



He plunged his hand into the water and grabbed the sword, the slime still coated the blade, but 

it was drenched. He rushed over to the nearest torch and tried to light the blade again, but the 

slime didn’t react. He kept trying as the two knocks happened again, this time, closer than 

before. He was frantically waving the sword around the fire as the metal clang happened again, 

louder than before. He heard a splashing of footsteps as the knocking kept continuing, clang, 

clang, clang, clang.  

He curled up his face before pulling away from the torch, readying his blade without the flame. 

And out from the darkness came a monstrosity, he dropped his stance in horror of the thing. A 

towering combination of flesh, bone, and metal, resembling a human form. Its arms were 

elongated utilising the metal to form a fleshy layer around it, its fingers were forearms torn 

from other victim’s bodies, the chest area was lined with various metals which it was using to 

bang against, mimicking the knocks he had done before. Its legs were like tree trunks, so thick 

with various meat it had acquired. The head seemed to be missing and it didn’t seem to have a 

mouth or eyes for that matter. Once it had made its way directly in front of him it stopped in 

its place, ceasing the constant drumming. It began to turn its chest from side to side and the 

arms began to feel around the walls, stretching around him, yet he stood right in front of it. One 

of the hands came across the crate he had taken an armour piece of, and swung the lid open, 

placing a single finger inside, as various pieces slid up and through its meaty arms, before 

solidifying on his chest. Once all the pieces were taken it retracted its arms with a sudden 

squelch before turning away and began stomping back into the darkness.  

He just stood there, terrified at what had happened. Had the monster not seen him? Explains 

the missing head. He chuckled to himself, what was worse, a cursed boar with the ability to 

shred anything in seconds and resurrect the dead? Or a giant pile of meat accessorising itself 

with bodies and various bits of metal? He let out a sigh of relief before turning around, sloshing 

through the water towards the other exit. As he took a step through the water the clanging 



commenced again, coming his direction. The man of flesh stopped right in front of him, feeling 

around the water and the walls. Eventually it would find him, one of his gargantuan hands 

would touch him and he’d be dead. He examined the metal across its body and looked down at 

his own armour, he sheathed his sword with the smallest movements and carefully unbuckled 

his gauntlets, sliding it off his arm, holding it up above his head. He watched as one of the 

hands slithered beneath the water, heading his direction. Just as it was about to brush past his 

leg, he threw the gauntlet over the flesh-man, having it land behind him with a splash. It froze 

before swinging around, dragging its arms as it rushed towards the noise, banging its metal 

chest again. His chance to run.  

As it splashed through the water, he began running the opposite direction, masking the sounds 

of his footsteps with the flesh-man’s stomping. Once it had stopped running for his gauntlet he 

froze as well and began sliding his feet through the water as to deafen the sound. Carefully he 

pushed one leg, then the other, slowly making his distance, and moved around the corner into 

a darkened area of the basement he snatched one of the torches from the wall on his way past 

and began to look for any kind of exit. He searched for another set of stairs, anything to get 

him back to the surface and away from that thing.  

As he scanned the stock of the basement, he unintentionally waved the torch close to the black 

powder barrels, he quickly retracted as to not light them. The close call did give him an idea at 

least. As he waved the torch around, he looked up to see a hatch in the roof, just too high for 

him to reach on his own, there must be a ladder of sorts nearby.  

He went searching for something to prop himself up to the hatch, as he turned another corner, 

he spotted the flesh-man from across the water, it was patrolling, occasionally feeling around 

the walls to keep it on the right track. As he watched it guide its way across the basement, they 

both heard the hatch door open, it broke into a sprint, rushing towards the noise, he followed 



suite. He peered around the corner and saw the flesh standing underneath the hatch, the light 

from above illuminating the basement, he noticed a ladder propped up in the corner that he’d 

missed whilst searching with torch light, his ticket out of here. He watched as the flesh caught 

copious amounts of remains from above, someone or something was feeding it, making it apart 

of itself. Once the last drop of meat had fallen, the hatch closed shut with a loud thud, and the 

flesh proceeded to continue its patrol route.  

Once it was around the corner he crept over to where the ladder was and lifted it over to the 

hatch, he propped it against the wall, he would have to jump for the hatch once at the top of the 

ladder. But the sound of the hatch opening would alert the flesh, he had to be swift.  

He grabbed a mop from one of the shelves nearby and climbed to the top of the ladder, mop 

under his arm and holding the torch in one hand, he glanced down at the barrels of black powder 

and back at the torch. Readying the mop, he pushed open the hatch, the creaking immediately 

alerted the flesh as it came stomping towards him, banging its metal chest. He dropped the mop 

into the water and threw the torch onto the barrels, jumping for the hatch, he clasped on to the 

edges of the opening and began to pull himself up as the flesh slid around the corner. Once he 

was up and out, he slammed the hatch door shut as the flesh stood there expectantly, the flame 

reacted the with powder and boom. A large flash of light shone through the cracks of the hatch 

and smoke began to rise through it, hopefully whatever hideous horror that resided down there 

was dead.  

As he stood up straight, getting a bearing as to his location, a hooded figure came rushing 

around the corner, its arms were covered with tattoos resembling the glyphs he had seen on the 

beast and the soldiers. He readied his sword as the figure stopped in its tracks, they stared each 

other down as he took a step towards them.  

 

 



 

 


